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HABARI

GANI?
(What’s The News?)
Nat’l News Briefs

HABARI GANI is a Swahili term meaning “What
is the news?” It is used when greeting others during Kwanzaa and year-round to greet a friend or
relative.

Herman Cain Takes Himself
Out Of Federal Reserve Board
Consideration

Herman Cain is officially out of consideration
for a seat on the Federal Reserve Board after it
was clear Republicans
in the Senate would not
support his candidacy,
according to The Washington Post.
Cain, who ran for the
GOP nomination for
president in 2012, would
have pretty much
Cain
needed every Republican to back his nomination. But four Republicans
said they wouldn’t vote for him, which meant
President Trump wouldn’t have enough votes to
get Cain confirmed, which was a uphill battle
from the start.
Economists, lawmakers and Wall Street investors questioned his credentials—a common
critique of Trump appointees and the president
himself—for the central bank.
Another issue is the sexual harassment allegations from his 2012 presidential run that forced
him to end his campaign.
He has denied the allegations, but one of his
accusers had agreed to testify at his confirmation
hearing had it taken place.

Movie director John Singleton
reportedly hospitalized after
suffering a stroke

Director John Singleton, director of such films
as “Boys in the Hood,” “Baby Boy,” and the
“Shaft” remake, was reportedly hospitalized earlier this week after suffering from a “mild” stroke,
according to PEOPLE.
Deadline reports the 51-year-old checked himself into Cedars Sinai after he was suffering from
weakness in his legs. His family reportedly said
that Singleton recently
returned from a trip from
Costa Rica.
Doctors are currently
in the process of conducting tests.
After news of Singleton’s health began circulating, celebs took to
Singleton
social media to share
their support and prayers for the director and his
family.
Baby Boy actor and rapper, Snoop Dogg,
posted a photo of himself and Singleton on his
Instagram page with the caption, “Pray 4 my
brother. @johnsingleton.—Source: thegrio.com

A F R I C A N

A M E R I C A N

Democratic presidential candidate Corey Booker making a
point during town hall meeting
at Coffee Makes U Black.

Bria Smith, an MPS student and panelist shared her experiences with gun violence
and what must be done to combat the problem during the town hall meeting hosted
by Booker.—Photos by Yvonne Kemp

By Thomas E. Mitchell, Jr.

Chicken and waffles with hot mango tea was replaced by politics at Coffee
Makes U Black Coffeehouse/Café Tuesday as U.S. Senator and Democratic
presidential candidate Corey Booker discussed gun violence prevention at a
town hall meeting there.
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Tables with diners were replaced by rows of chairs
on which residents of various racial, ethnic backgrounds, and ages sat to see and hear the New Jersey
senator lead a panel of individuals who talked about
how their lives have been impacted by gun violence
and what must be done to stop it.
Booker was the fifth Democratic presidential contender to campaign in Wisconsin thus far. Sen. Bernie
Sanders of Vermont, Sen. “The nation is
Amy Klobuchar of Minnesota, former congress- experiencing a
man Beto O'Rourke of poverty of
Texas and San Antonio compassion,
Mayor Julián Castro have empathy, and
already visited the state.
love. You can’t
Sharing his own stories
of living in a low-income love your counneighborhood surrounded try unless you
by—and personally deal- love your feling with—gun violence in
low countryNewark New Jersey, where
he served as mayor from men. Today is
2006 to 2013, Booker the beginning
noted more Americans, in of transformevery generation, have
ing our
been killed by gun violence
in this nation than in all the tomorrows.”
wars it fought.
—Presidential
Booker told the gathering something many of the Candidate Corey
attendees already know:
Booker
gun violence is a public
health issue that deserves a larger conversation and
more action. “I’m tired of candle-light vigils and funerals where parents bury their children.
“I’m tired of people offering thoughts and prayers.
The Bible says: ‘Faith without works is dead.’”
Promising to wage war against the National Rifle
Association (NRA) if elected president, Booker outlined some of what he would do to combat gun violence, which included restructuring the nation’s fiscal
budget to help working families and individuals keep
more of their income by expanding the earned tax
credit.
An expanded earned tax credit would allow children
to have an interest-bearing account based on a parent’s

(continued on page 2)

City recongnizes sexual
assault survivors,
encourages greater
awareness on “Denim Day”
Compiled by MCJ Editorial Staff

More history made in Brown Deer elections

Milwaukee County Circuit Court Chief Justice Maxine White (at right) recently swore in businesswoman and UW-Milwaukee instructor Nakia
Spencer to the Brown Deer Village Board. She was one of two individuals
elected to the post. Spencer received 1,253 votes.
—Photo by Yvonne Kemp

Community leaders and Mayor Tom Barrett came together at Potawatomi
Hotel and Casino Wednesday to proclaim the day “Denim Day” in the city.
“Denim Day” brings awareness of
sexual assault and violence, as well
as support survivors.
This year markes the eighth year
the city has observed the day, which
coincides with this month being Sexual Assault Awareness Month.
“On this day, I encourage residents
to reflect on how individuals, institutions and elected officials talk about
sexual assault and how we treat survivors,” said Ald. Chantia Lewis in a statement.
“‘Denim Day’ is a reminder that no matter how far we have come in recent
years, we still have work to do to combat the misconceptions that surround
sexual violence.
“The simplest way to make an impact is to start in your own community,”

QUESTION OF THE WEEK:

(continued on page 4)

“DOES COREY BOOKER HAVE A REALISTIC CHANCE
OF BEING PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES?”

THE COMMUNITY

Photos and question by Yvonne Kemp

Gayle King, one of CBS News’ most prominent
hosts, has been offered to sign a new multi-million dollar contract — aside from the $5.5 million
annual deal she already has — to remain a host
at CBS This Morning.
The deal came after
the huge success of
King’s remarkable interview with R. Kelly earlier
this month where she
showed her great composure despite Kelly
being emotional.
King
The network’s move is
considered the first step of new CBS News President Susan Zirinsky in finding out which hosts
and anchors best fit the programs.
Meanwhile, when asked if she would stay with
the network, King told the Associated Press,
“Ooh, that’s a good question. All I can say is I really love my job. And I think it’s kind of foolish to
predict the future.”—Source: blacknews.com

L A R G E S T

Gun violence
prevention
and politics
replace food
and mango tea
at popular
community
eatery

PULSE OF

Gayle King offered multi-million
dollar deal to stay at ‘CBS This
Morning’
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“Corey Booker
will be my choice
for president in
2020. This will be
a long, hard battle. I hope Corey
comes out on top. MORRIS
If not, he will be a BRAZIL, III
great vice president. Corey did a great job of turning
around Newark, NJ, and I think he
could do the same for the USA.”

“I think Corey
Booker is just as
good as anybody
else in the
Democratic Party.
He has a good
GEORGETTE
LAWSON
message and
record to compete on and is right on
time for all people.”

“There’s always a
chance for a win.
Senator Booker and
his team must stay
on message; pull together the foot soldiers throughout the
CLAUDIA
country to get the
BREWER
people to the polls;
be poised, positive and have a great plan to
improve the quality of life for those who have
been forgotten. 2020 could be his year for
the big win!”

“Corey Booker is
qualified to become
the Democratic
nominee. But with
all of the people
running for the
same position.
VERNON
Some good, quali- TOWNSEND
fied people are
going to be dropped off the campaign list. I
hope he is not one of them. I think he is qualified to be our new president in 2020.”

Gun violence prevention
New St. Ann Center special events
director seeks entertainers for band shell and politics replace food and
after a major soil remediation
Gloria Miller has been named
project, the band shell seeks to peach tea at Coffee Makes U Black
special events director at St. Ann
bring together youth, families,
Center for Intergenerational
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Care, with an emphasis on programming for the new outdoor
Indaba Band Shell at the Bucyrus
Campus, 2450 W. North Ave.
The band shell, set to open
later this spring with hillside
seating for 250 and a wheelchairfriendly covered area in front of
the stage, will host familyfriendly entertainment: music,
dance, puppetry, and a live Nativity at Christmas, said Miller,
the former executive director of
African World Festival.
“My goal is to find community
entertainers and artists of all ages
who can share their talents on
this wonderful stage,” she said.
Also planned: special worship
services and events conducted by

Gloria Miller

Parklawn Assembly of God, a
founding partner and sponsor of
the band shell.
The name “Indaba” in traditional African culture refers to a
gathering to resolve issues affecting the village.
Designed by Zimmerman Architectural Studios, and built

adults, people with disabilities
and elders and “to showcase and
celebrate the talents in our neighborhood, right where the community can enjoy it,” said Tony
Phillips, vice president for pastoral care at St. Ann Center’s
Bucyrus Campus.
The accessible stage features a
wheelchair ramp, accessible restrooms, dressing rooms and prop
storage area.
The grounds will feature a refreshment stand, children’s
splash pad and lighted walkways.
Performers interested in applying may contact Miller at
(414)210-2428,
or
gmiller@stanncenter.org.

(continued from front page)

income. “So the lowest incomed
American would have $50,000 in
an account that would enable their
child to go to college and buy a
home.
Booker said the plan would also
drastically reduce the economic
disparity by race that now exists.
As he has done since announcing
his candidacy, Booker stressed the
need for America to reclaim its
compassion and treating its disadvantaged with respect and empathy.
“The nation is experiencing a
poverty of compassion, empathy,
and love.
“You can’t love your country unless you love your fellow countrymen. Today is the beginning of
transforming our tomorrows.”
Debra Gillispie, who lost her son
to gun violence in 2003, and is the
founder of Mothers Against Gun
Violence, was impressed by the
town hall meeting and Booker’s
willingness to tackle such a sensitive subject during his campaign
stop in Milwaukee…and more im-

portantly in a predominately Black
and economically challenged area
where Coffee Makes U Black is located.
Asked what she would want to
see Booker do to fight gun violence
if he was elected president, Gillespie said she would want him to
pursue responsible gun legislation,
which would include pre-gun sale
background checks, and a federal
“red flag law,” which would eliminate the states’ rights argument.
“The (‘red flag’) law would impact all states at once,” Gillispie
explained. She added the “red flag”
identifies and prohibits individuals
with a history of domestic abuse or
mental illness from purchasing a
gun.
Aside from listening to Booker’s
views on gun violence prevention,
Gillispie was also at the event to
pass out flyers about a collaboration between her organization and
the UW-Milwaukee.
Both are coming together to create “The Gun Violence Project,”
which will collect interviews from

people who have been affected by
Milwaukee gun violence personally or indirectly.
Gillispie and UWM hope the stories will allow observers to see that
gun violence is not just an issue affecting certain neighborhoods, but
is a widespread problem that goes
beyond race.
The group is reportedly in the
process of compiling interviews,
which will be transcribed by a
UWM communication department
faculty member and posted on the
website in text format.
Faculty from the university’s
film department will also produce
the audio from the interviews into
short, three-minute clips. Eventually, the group is hoping to secure
enough funding to produce short
video documentary clips.
Those interested in being a part
of the project can contact Gillispie
at 414-234-9368, or
magv.wi@gmail-.com. They can
also go to the project’s webpage:
www.uwm.edu/gunviolenceproject.

Tackling the
Masculinity
Stereotype in
Tweens

At some point or another,
you’ve heard someone say
that men aren’t supposed to
cry, or feel vulnerable.
Some boys grow into men
believing that they are less of
a man if they share their feelings and show emotion. Natu-

UWM
partners on
project to
prevent
dementiarelated
crises
By Laura L. Otto

rally, people would make
these associations because
emotions are usually showed
through women.
While it is nice to teach
young boys and girls how to
become good men and
women, teaching them things

Melinda Kavanaugh

The early signs of Alzheimer’s disease are often subtle,
such as when a grandparent’s family recipes start to taste
a bit different. Many families don’t seek medical help for
their loved ones until these small changes give way to
bigger problems.

But paying attention to such changes is important, especially for African
American and Latino families, who tend to be hit particularly hard by dementia. Research has indicated that Alzheimer’s disease strikes African Americans
twice as often as whites, and the disease occurs 1.5 times more often in Latinos than whites.
“In these communities, in-home caregiving of a family member with dementia lasts longer for a variety of reasons, including access to care,” says
Melinda Kavanaugh, a UWM associate professor of social welfare.
With support from the National Institute on Aging, Kavanaugh and several
community partners are launching a two-year project that will help African
American and Latino families better avert “crisis points.” These are potentially dangerous incidents involving someone with dementia, such as leaving
the stove unattended or getting lost outside the home.
Sometimes, even these kinds of incidents pass without registering as something serious. “You can see a family that is in crisis,” Kavanaugh says. “They
may not recognize it because, to them, it’s normal.”
The project’s aim is to collect representative examples of the early indicators of advancing memory loss. The goal: head off disaster by providing this
information to families and health care providers of people who haven’t yet
reached a crisis point. This advanced notice gives families of patients more
time to plan needed care, Kavanaugh says.
The researchers will consult with professional caregivers, social workers
and family members – including the youth who often care for affected family
members after school while parents are still at work. Their observations have
not been integrated in previous work.
More than 1.4 million children and teens in the United States provide care
to a family member. These youth assist with everything from bathing and
feeding to administering medications and monitoring activities to ensure
safety. And youth may be more tuned-in to changes in family members because the period of care between school ending and parents returning from
work is often a regular routine.
The project came about through longstanding relationships Kavanaugh has
with community groups, such as the United Community Center, the
Alzheimer’s Association and the Milwaukee County Department on Aging.
These organizations, Kavanaugh says, bring a focus on the project’s cultural
aspects.
For example, many people in minority communities are reluctant to seek a
diagnosis for fear of the stigma. For many African Americans, engaging with
medical practitioners is fraught with distrust. And language can be a barrier
for Latinos.
“From this study, we’ll have details of how we can intervene earlier in populations that already are not getting the care they need,” Kavanaugh says.
Virginia Zerpa, community outreach coordinator for the Alzheimer’s Association’s Southeastern Wisconsin chapter, says Latino and African American families are less likely to recognize the signs of Alzheimer’s and dementia
than white families. This results in a diagnosis not being made until the disease’s later stages.
One reason families don’t seek outside help, Zerpa says, is that they may
not know help is available. Most Latin American countries do not have the
kind of assistance for the elderly that exists in the United States. Another reason may be privacy-related, Zerpa says, with people tending to rely on their
own family members for assistance.
“Because of this,” Kavanaugh says, “it’s important to develop focused,
early interventions that are culturally relevant that would be supportive for
families.”

that result in poor communication and social engagement
skills, can be bad for him.
If parents want to connect
with their growing son, one of
the many things that has to be
open at all times is the communication. Showing emotions is a form of
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those feelings in an effective
ing the stereotype alive that
way that is cleared communimen aren’t supposed to show
their emotions or be transpar- cation.
We are all humans, both
ent, this only hinders them internally and can have negative men and women. Humans
have emotions and we should
effects like stress, or even
anxiety.
encourage our young boys
If you have a young boy
that it is ok to be human.
We should teach our tweens
growing into a teenager, it is
important to allow them to be that every time they express
an emotion or choose to solve
masculine.
It is just as important that
a problem instead of going
into a corner and staying to
you encourage them to speak
communication. Many people their mind and be transparent themselves, they demonstrate
from time to time if they need how to be a real man who has
in the 50’s and 60’s believed
real emotions and who deals
to be.
that men should not expose
This does not make them
with them.
their feelings and keep them
little,
or
weak
or
less
of
a
inside.
young man. It is much healthPaishance Welch
This isn’t healthy at all, esTween Teen &
pecially for a healthy relation- ier to allow your young tween
to
have
feelings,
then
work
on
Young Adults
ship between a growing tween
boy and his parents. By keep- how to express and show
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Jonathan McReynolds with
his EIGHT Stellar Awards.

The Biggest Night in
Gospel Takes Sin City!

34th Annual Stellar Awards, a night of inspiration and great expectation!
The 34th Annual Stel- McReynolds jaw-dropped taking coveted Stellar Stage to the Stellar
home a staggering eight Stellar Pre-Show hosted by the hilarious
lar Awards held at The
Awards including AT&T Artist of the Lexi Allen and Gospel Musician
Orleans Arena in Las
Year, State Farm Song of the Year, Charles Jenkins to the immaculate
Vegas recently reMale Vocalist of the Year , CD of the Red Carpet hosted by Goo Goo
mained true to its repu- Year, Producer of the Year, Contem- Atkins and Deitrick Haddon; Las
tation of being the
porary Male Vocalist of the Year, Vegas will never be the same!
BIGGEST night in
Contemporary CD of the Year, and
The Stellar Awards will continue
Gospel!
Urban/Inspirational Performance of to air around the country in broadcast
Hosted by Contemporary Gospel
Legend Kirk Franklin, the star-studded evening was graced with performances by Erica Campbell, Kelly
Price, Regina Belle, Brian Courtney
Wilson, Charles Jenkins, and Jekalyn
Carr to name a few.
The television broadcast was
Easter Sunday on the BET Network.
Breakout
winner,
Jonathan

the Year.
While the award ceremony was the
climax of the Stellar Awards Week,
the earlier events were a great prequel to the main ceremony.
From the Independent Artist
Showcase hosted by Jessica Reedy
and Akintunde, where musical talent
from all over the country came to
share their gifts and ministry on the

syndication from April 27 through
May 26 (check local listings).
For more information visit
www.thestellar-awards.com and be
sure to stay connected to the Saved
and the City Christian Network for
interviews with some of your favorite artist from the 2019 Stellar
Week
at
www.savedandthecityintl.com!

A 82-year-old disabled man is calling
three-year-old Tristen Davis (shown at left)
a hero for getting the elder’s phone so he
could call for help after accidently falling
half-way into the bathtub on his paralyzed
right side.
The senior (who didn’t want to be identified) said if it hadn’t been for Tristen, he
would have slipped completely off the
shower seat, that broke his fall and was
barely holding him up, and hit his head. The
senior called his caretaker, who had
stepped outside to take out the garbage.
The caretaker (Tristen’s grandmother, who
also didn’t want to be identified) called 911,
which responded immediately. Way to go
Tristen! —Photo taken by grandmother

Mayor Tom Barrett (back row, center)joins
participants at a news conference at
Potawatomi Hotel/Casino recognizing
“Denim Day.” —Photo by Yvonne Kemp

“Denim Day” in Milwaukee

(continued from front page)
the alderwoman continued. As a member of the Milwaukee Commission on Domestic Violence and Sexual Assault, I have seen the transformative impact of protecting
victims and survivors of sexual violence and holding perpetrators accountable. Today, I stand in solidarity with
victims and survivors, and I encourage residents to do the
same.”
Wanting to make sure the public knows Milwaukee
supports sexual assault survivors, Barrett said the day recognizes the barriers to reporting sexual assaults and is
part of a movement to create a community that supports
survivors and where survivors speak out.
Wearing jeans on Denim Day has become an international symbol of protest against the damaging attitudes
surrounding sexual assault in communities and the judicial system.
In 1998, the Italian Supreme Court overruled a rape
conviction on the grounds that the victim wore tight jeans
and may have helped her attacker remove them, implying
the attack on her was consensual sex.
Outraged by the decision, women in the Italian Parlia-

ment wore jeans the next day, standing in solidarity with
the victim and sparking a worldwide movement and discussion on sexual violence.
If you or someone you know has experienced domestic
violence or sexual assault, these agencies can help:

24-Hour Crisis Help Lines
IMPACT 211
Safe Path (Questions about Youth Sexual Violence)
414-271-9523
Sexual Assault Treatment Center 414-219-5555
Shelters
Sojourner Truth House 414-933-2722
Milwaukee Women's Center Refuge 414-671-6140
Milwaukee Rescue Mission 414-344-2211
For a complete list of available resources and more information about sexual violence prevention, please visit
the Milwaukee Commission on Domestic Violence and
Sexual Assault’s website at https://city.milwaukee.gov/health/staysafe/health/mCDVSA#.XMB_W
rdKgdU

OBITUARY...

KATHERINE DELORES BROWN was the
second child of Ralph Lipscomb and Evelyn White (Lipscomb), born on October 1, 1931 in Milwaukee Wisconsin.
She was educated in the Milwaukee school system and a
North Division high school graduate. She received her Bachelor’s degree from the University of Wisconsin Milwaukee.
Katherine’s livelihood was as an educator, while in her
later years she was a housewife and homemaker.
Affectionately known as “Kitty,” she loved and truly enjoyed family gatherings and being with friends. Kitty was especially close with her Aunt Flora and Uncle Bill (Turner)
from her teenage years on ….from babysitting for them to
spending many hours visiting with them as they grew older.

On April 12, 2019, Katherine Delores Brown, passed on
from this life to join her mother (Evelyn), father (Ralph),
younger brother (Samuel) and youngest son (Catharo Prince
Jr.). She leaves behind to cherish her memory: three sons,
Levert K. Brown, Robert “Tony” Brown and Mark S. Brown.
She also leaves behind two sisters, Bertha P. Quarles and
Claudette C. Lipscomb-Mangum and her youngest brother
George D. Tucker as well as two granddaughters, Erin-Ashley
Brown and Mekenzy Kalee Brown, and a host of other relatives, and friends.
Although Katherine was born in Milwaukee, she moved to
Southern California in 1970 and resided there and lived a very
full life for over 30 years.
In 2001, she moved to Southern Nevada, where she remained until her passing.
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Quote of the week

“Being BLACK is not a matter of
pigmentation—being Black is a
reflection of a mental attitude!
—Steven Biko

Environmental
Wisdom I learned from the
Racism - A Quiet “Chiefs” around the “campfire”
Killer in Black
Communities
By Antoine M. Thompson

While we often hear and read about police brutality, housing and employment discrimination, there is simply inadequate media coverage of an equally
destructive form of racism….environmental racism. The pollution of air, land
and water are all environmental injustices that often shorten the life expectancy of Black people. This lack of attention to environmental racism has
social and economic consequences.
Black Neighborhoods Contain More Air Pollution
One of the biggest tragedies of the Jim Crow era was the decision by federal, state and local governments to place highways directly through the middle of many Black neighborhoods in the U.S. Not only did this decision
reduce property values, and destroy
many communities, Black residents
that currently live near expressways
have higher rates of asthma and other
respiratory illnesses.
Seniors and kids inhaling fumes
from the tens of thousands of cars
that pass by their home and many
idling on the expressway is a fixable
problem that requires advocacy from
Black civic, faith, business, and political leaders.
It is not a surprise that there are so
many Black kids having asthma attacks and black seniors on respiratory
machines. Equally important, facto- Antoine Thompson
ries and warehouses that pollute the air are more likely to be located in or
near Black neighborhoods.
Black Neighborhoods are less walkable
Whether it’s high crime or violence, sub-standard sidewalks, abandoned
lots and eye-sore properties, inadequately lined-cross-walks, scarce handicapped access ramps at street corners for wheel chairs or strollers, such environmental barriers shorten the lives of Black residents. Too often, black
kids can’t play in the parks or ride their bikes in their neighborhoods which
leads them to have fewer opportunities to burn off youthful energy and calories. In some predominantly black neighborhoods kids walk in the street because of crumbling sidewalks.
The investment by local governments in curbs, sidewalks, street markings,
street-lighting, play a direct role in whether Black residents from kids to seniors will walk to the store, library, church, school, or to the subway. This lack
of walkability contributes to higher rates of obesity, diabetes and other illnesses in Black neighborhoods.
Black Homes More Likely Contain Lead Paint
In the 1980s and 1990s there was more public outrage over lead in the
homes. It is not that the problem of lead paint has gone away in the U.S., the
persons most likely to suffer from lead-poising are low-income black children. The effects of lead-poisoning contribute to learning deficiencies and
disruptive behavior for Black children. According to the Environmental Protection Agencies the black neighborhoods twice as likely to live in homes
with lead contamination. Making matters worse, very little funding goes to
Black led or run organizations to educate parents and communities to help
prevent this problem.
Toxic Water is not only a Problem in Flint
In the 2016 Presidential Election, the national media focused on the contamination of the water in Flint, Michigan, a city with a population of over
90,000 people. Most people did not pay attention to a report by Reuters that
same year which noted over 3,000 communities have lead contamination levels in their water higher than in Flint. There is simply not enough focus on
water quality in Black neighborhoods.
The health effects of water pollution on children and seniors is quite severe
according to reports from State Health Departments and the U.S. Centers for
Disease Control.
Environmental racism is not a myth, it’s a reality that requires our attention
because it is truly a silent killer in many Black neighborhoods.
Antoine M. Thompson, is a columnist, and partner with Creative PMO
Solutions. He is also the National Executive Director for the National Association of Real Estate Brokers (NAREB) and New York State Senator
(2007-2010).
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tion migrants from the south, as were
my family, which left Georgia seeking
a better life during the first of three
great migrations, which took place just
prior to WWII.
My father once explained that thousands of Black families were enticed by
ads in Black newspapers—specifically
the Chicago Defender—to move north
for jobs and “freedom.”
(As a historian, I would later tell
readers those Black newspapers were
outlawed in the south, as the exodus of
cheap Black labor had a negative impact on the southern economy.)
Despite coming from a dozen different southern states, all of the Black migrants could relate to an entrenched
system of apartheid. White supremacy
was a fact of life, and to challenge it—
as many did—was to risk life and liberty. The other options were to follow
the North Star on the “Overground Railroad.”
Most of the migrants had heard of, or
witnessed a lynching, which was as
much a warning as it was an execution
for the Black men—and women—who
spoke out, looked up or asserted their
manhood (and womanhood) and humanity.
The status quo of the Deeper than
Deep South was in truth a black and
white photo I had witnessed up close
and personal when my family made its
annual visits to the back woods of central Georgia. There was no way I could
imagine living under those circumstances, and while I enjoyed being
among family, I couldn’t wait to return
to the covert racism of the north.
Separate water fountains were but the
tip of the iceberg “down south.” “Colored” folks were not allowed to shop
where Whites acquired their groceries,
they couldn’t occupy available bus
seats; or dine at public lunch counters.
Every Black man was a “boy” and our
queens were called “gals.” We were
viewed as inferior, and even the “good
whites” often treated us with irrelevance.
Not to respond to a White with

MILWAUKEE...

I’m from a city of the needy where you get mistreated
There’s Shots fired.. a black man on the ground
bleeding

Some people look for a job or sell dope and rob
It’s a society where the white man with a badge
is a dirty cop

I just want to do good and live successful

But thinking all the time it’s getting a bit stressful
My friends and family are all I got

I hope and pray my name isn’t on the News
saying I’m shot

I want to get out this city to see a better life

Growing up I was taught my wrongs from my rights
A bright future is all I want to see

I don’t want to see my loved ones dead in the street

Just don’t get 10 years for trying to ball in one summer
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-Arion Crosby

Fast and furious, no let me get serious. People are losing their lives
driving at high rates of speeds. It’s
either joy riding or get away driving. They are dying daily in this city
and across the country.
These accidents are effecting
many people, not just the ones who
are involved but their families and
all the people having to witness
these often gruesome happenings.
We must also not forget the innocence being destroyed by someone
else’s reckless actions. Many people
place the blame on ‘this and that’
often not with those who actually
caused the accident.
I am someone who has fled
knowingly, endangering everyone
around me, as well as myself. So it
really hurts me today to see so

SIGNIFYIN’

By Mikel Kwaku Oshi Holt

“proper respect” (“yes sir” or “no sir”)
could lead to a beatin’—or worse—particularly for an “uppity Nigra”.
And in case you plead ignorance of
the “laws of bigotry,” posters of Emmett Till’s mutilated body were plastered on fence posts, government
buildings and church billboards to remind the “darkies” of who the “massa”
was.
(A 1955 edition of Jet Magazine with
a photo of Till’s deformed body was the
highest selling issue in the history of recently bankrupt Johnson Publications.)
The migrants brought those experiences and lessons to Milwaukee and
passed them down to their children at
campfires, along with their aspirations
and hopes for our generation.
The north, including Milwaukee, offered vast opportunities—better schooling, jobs and sanctuary, albeit under
adverse and unequal conditions. Our
parents drilled in us the importance of
schooling, hard work and family responsibility as essential weapons to tear
down the walls of apartheid. The Black
church was the epicenter of our community, and our ministers talked both of
the rewards in the next life, but also of
the treasures to be found in this one.
The key was to learn to navigate the experience.
The life they encountered “up north”
was better, but challenging because
apartheid existed in various forms in
Milwaukee, even if it wasn’t as blatant
as what they had in racist South Africa
at time.
My grandparents were forced to live
in a segregated area, and while there
were no longer “whites only” signs,
there were covenants, written and implied, that kept the races separate and
unequal.
Black and White children were not
allowed to attend the same schools as
whites, or to buy homes outside the
community. I remember sitting in a Colored section at a movie theater, and at
the ballpark.
Factory employment was in abundance and directed African Americans
down a path of financial security, although people of color were paid less
and not allowed to seek promotion to
supervisory posts, much less white-collar positions.
I later learned that many if not most
of the first-generation migrants were
functionally illiterate, but back in the
day that was not a handicap, nor was the
absence of a high school diploma.
Hard work was not alien to them, and
as my grandfather once told me, “education only teaches you how to spell experience.”
The police were hired to protect and
to serve the White community (and
property taxpayers), while keeping “the
Coloreds” at bay. If you read the book
or saw the movie “Green Book,” you
may have noticed the “nigger don’t let
the sun catch you” signs. Such signs
were commonly posted in Wisconsin,
which is another illustration of what my
fore-parents encountered here.
But from adversity comes creativity
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I learned some of my most important
life lessons while sitting around the
campfire with the Village Chiefs.
Actually, the campfire was a bar stool
at the House of Joy on 8th and Wright
Streets, and the Chiefs were my father,
grandfather and their friends, many of
whom had migrated from the deeper
than deep south for employment opportunities and basic rights that weren’t
provided to people of color who ventured outside the southern plantations.
They found the former, but not the
latter, as Milwaukee was laying the
foundation to evolve into what several
national organizations today determine
to be the worse city for African Americans south of the Canadian border.
But that fact did not deter from the
lessons provided, the cultural education
acquired and the camaraderie and sense
of community that emulated from
around the campfire.
Some folks might not comprehend
how the venue equated to a campfire,
but the bars, pool halls and barbershops
were among the handful of places
where men congregated to tell lies,
dream dreams and discuss survival
skills.
It was where fathers took their sons
to sit among chiefs who taught the
young men about life’s harsh truths and
joyful noises, to essentially take them
through a rite of passage, an African
cultural process that dates back to Adam
and his two sons.
At the House of Joy, I learned how to
navigate life as a Black youth, how to
treat women and ladies (I was taught
there was a difference), and how to “exaggerate” and play the dozens without
losing my cool.
I also learned of African American
history, and of our greatness as a people—we were/are God’s true Chosen—
the struggles Black families had to
overcome to survive and the trials and
tribulations that would hinder—but not
redirect—my journey as a member of
the tribe, and eventually a griot (my anticipated career).
Most of the chiefs were first genera-

By Torre “ToeJoe” Johnson

many dying doing something I too
once thought this was cool or the
only thing to do. Knowing now and
then that any vehicle, when used in
the wrong manner, is a very dangerous weapon.
Prevention is the only option. So
families if you truly want to save a
life maybe even your own, speak up
and out. Quit remaining silent. We

need to do some real community
building. Building that allows
growth building on hopes and goals.
Let’s work on giving everyone a
reason to travel on positive courses
and make better choices. We must
do whatever it takes to protect ourselves. Peace.
—Torre M Johnson Sr/ XMEN
UNITED LLC

and sometimes prosperity of a different
sort.
Forced to create and maintain our
own, our fore-parents built a thriving
Black business and entertainment district here. They lobbied for Black teachers for our segregated schools and
utilized Black doctors, many of whom
worked at a Black hospital.
They called a Black plumber when
the toilet overflowed, a Negro electrician to fix the circuit and a Colored auto
mechanic to fix their car.
They also created a Black financial
institution, a Black brewery and even a
Black professional baseball team, the
Milwaukee Bears (who will be honored
at the Milwaukee Brewers annual
Negro League Tribute game in July.
The entertainment district was second to none (and one of the few commodities Whites entered the central city
to enjoy), as were the African American
restaurants, which at the time specialized in “soul food.”
It was no accident that my generation
produced army generals, a congresswoman, doctors, lawyers, engineers and
dozens of politicians, many of whom
were at the vanguard for equal rights
and justice.
We were the products of a culture
that promoted excellence and opportunity, warriors to challenge the unequal
conditions, if not racism as an entrenched mindset.
And then, there was the disconnect of
the 1970s and 80s. Today, the bars are
no longer the fireplaces for the rites of
passage, and the kitchen is not where
young girls are taught to be ladies. The
African American nuclear family is relegated to the Black middle class, and
the Bible has become an evolving document that is misinterpreted to fit the
lifestyles of the reader and prosperity
preacher.
There are infinitely more opportunities today, but fewer people taking advantage, particularly in the area of
education.
And far too many parents (actually a
single parent since 70% of the households are headed by women) subscribe
to the culture of poverty in which there
is a sense of apathy about education,
morality and traditional family values.
This culture promotes symbolism
over substance, day-to-day survival instead of prosperity.
It is a culture that believes white ice
is colder and whose role models are female rappers with big butts and misogynistic men who debase our queens and
promote drug use.
The bar or pool hall as a symbolic
site for the fireplace is not the point of
this article. Instead, my posit is that we
are missing an important, vital cultural
medium that during my youth provided
me with the keys to manhood armed
with a cultural foundation and vision for
the future.
My late son, Malik, left the world
with an outline of a program to fill the
void left by the absence of Black fathers. An exceptional teacher, he put
into action his upbringing in the classroom and helped his students create a
fraternity called the “Kids of Kemet.”
Without getting into specific details, it
was premised on an Africentric mentoring program---a Boys Scouts--- in
which “each one would teach one.”
The basic premise was an enrichment
program that focused on spirituality,
African culture and martial arts.
The Boy Scouts, in case you didn’t
know, was conceived from the observations of a British military officer who
studied the Zulu rites of passage.
I’m giving serious thought to bringing together Malik’s peers to make his
dream a reality. It would be my small
contribution toward rebuilding our
community, from the inside out.
Hopefully, I’ll create a space at the
bar for a few tribal members of the next
generation.
Hotep.
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